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Leadership is a factor in education which has been dis- 

regarded for a long time. Very little has been done in 

analyzing the traits of leadership. Eichler combined the many 

lists of traits of leadership into one list and found the total 

number of traits to be forty-six. From this list he found by 

factor analysis that eleven traits included practically all of 

the factors of leadership Included in the list of all the 

writers on this subject. He lists intelligence, scholarship, 

social intelligence, height, and ascendance in what he ternis 

the objective group, and vitality, individuality, social adapt- 

ability, self control, persistence, and voice in the subjective 

gr oup. 

The papers of a great many more writers than were listed 

in the bibliography were studied. Only those writers were 

listed from whom quotations were taken. Several types of 

leaders were listed from various souroes, direct, indirect, 



autocratic, democratic, partisan, scientific, social, executive, 

mental, and special. Although hundreds of papers have been 

written on leadership, the majority of them are of ari essay 

variety and not of a scientific nature. Such purely subjective 

material was disregarded in this paper. An attempt was made to 

find among the papers of a more scientific nature evidence of a 

satisfactory definition of leadership. No adequate definition 

was found. Five definitions were quoted from various writers 

as attempts to discover the true definition of leadership. It 

is generally considered that leadership operates in social 

situations but it may be found in private research, literary 

and arts attainments apart from apparently social situations. 

Each writer on leadership has approached it from a 

different viewpoint. The majority of these writers have 

supplied only subjective material although several writers have 

made some contributions of an objective nature through their 

attempts to formulate tests and measures of the various traits 

of leadership. This paper presents five approaches to the 

study of leadership, (a) the subjective, which deals with the 

subjective material of merit relative to types of childhood 

training, delinquent case-problems, adolescent age studies, the 

development of superior and genius children, hereditary and 

environmental influences, and leadership development through 

extra-curricular activities; (b) the tabulatory studies, which 

discuss and list the trait groups presented by several authors 



with some comparisons on leadership and followership; (e) 'the 

physiological studies, which re principally concerned with the 

physical relationships in human behavior and heredity, and 

endocrine gland and autonomie nervous system influences in 

their relationship to leadership; Cd) the situational studies 

of leadership and opportunities for its practice, since writers 

seem to be generally agreed thit leadership occurs more often 

in social situations involving leaders and their followers in 

either spontaneous or in chance groups; and (e) the more 

analytical studies, which attempt objective work and give a 

few suggestions relative to possible courses of action to be 

pursued in future studies in the analysis of leadership. 

The summary contains ten conclusions of a general nature. 
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AN ANALYTICAL STUDY OF LEADERS AND LEADERSHIP 

CHAPTER I 

Leadership is a term that i heard even :ore frecuently 

today than in former years. LeaderEhip i as old as the 

hu:.n race, and doubtleE older. It i a trait found 

among the lower an1mal where it i dependent on Etrenth 

or cunnin or both. Leadership is a cornlicted function 

o little anal,rzed yet that it ip uEual1\ regarded a 

an intangible cuantity. Psychologiete, educatore, and. 

public eakere have talked and vritten a great deal about 

it but, thus far, have failed to learn much about what it 

really is or the war in which it operates. Partridge (33) 

has v.ritten: "For many years men have \'ritten and spoken 

ol' the qualities that make for successful leadership. A 

comlete cataloguing of these qualities would reveal many 

contradictions, duplications and vagaries." 

The prop training of leaders is a vital problem to 

all social systems, but especially to democracies Dr demo- 

cratic systems. The selection and traininç 0±' lesders 

v:ithin the democracies must be well done if oarticular 

democratic sytems, or even the democratic ideals, are to 

endure. The development of acce?table forms of society 



depends won the quality 0± their 1eaderhip. This has 

been true ever 'ince history began to be recorded. It is 

true o± both 1are and small unitE f cociety. Govern- 

ments are recognized or described. by the kinde of leaders 

in power. Social systems are effective or ineffective 

according to the abilities of the leaers .:ho have them 

in charge. Re1igiou systems have been forces for good or 

evil according to their leaders. Sreterns of art in it 

various formE have been led forward or backward as their 

leaders, far-cighted or ehort-sighted, have been capable 

or incapable. The same thing is true of education and of 

all other for of group activity. It is true of the 

faily, as a group. Better leaders could have, throuThout 

history, prevented many heartaches and tragedies. 

Any organization of society depends uoon its leader- 

ship for its succe'sful existence. More and more, it is 

recognized that in the training cf both principal leaders 

and minor leaders lies the continuance of any system, vrhe- 

ther it he better or :00rer. Training systems for the en- 

tire group of children and youth have been purposefully 

and consciously brought to high degrees of proficiency in 

Germany, Italy, and Russia; no matter what one may think 

of the ideologies behind their systems of tr:ining. In 

these nations the deired kinds and ó.ireotions of training 

are enlorced upon the whole group; but the training of the 
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leaders is one of encouraRIerent .nd rerards rather than 

of enforcement. They are carefully fostered and expen- 

sive syEtenls, even though they may not have scientific 
base s. 

In a democracy, such as that of the United States, 
there is at least one recuirlr constituted ¿roviion for 

the training of leaders. This is the public school system, 

asriEted by or interfered crith t the hands of parti- 
culai' rivate schools and their backers. In neither the 

u5lic nor the orivate CchoolF in this nation has there 

been a generally uniform olicy of training for leadership 

or even a general emphasi upon uch training in my 

specific forms. Until such a time as greater iiteret has 

been develooed in the selection of desirable leaders, it 
is unlikely that there nil be much interest in the selec- 

tion of potential leaders or in programs to be worked out 

for their trainin. Until the rewards of true or construc- 

tive leaders are commensurate nith their sacrifices of 

time and effort , in contrast with the Ubeating of 

or the more substantial returns of graft to the false or 

selfish leaders, it will follow that the more able eople 

will avoid ublic leadership except rhen forced to take it 
up in self-defense or when led to accet an un:ieasant task 

through belief in civic and ocial res;onsihility. Until 
that time, the schools vili doubtless continue to ork 
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along haphazardly in a subjective program of leadership 

training. They will continue on their program d.th a 

meager knowledge of the fundamentaiB ofeuch a course of 

training and with a eubjective mixtare of academic leader- 

ship training, oersonality development, character training, 

nd academic information carried out according to the 

subjective ideas of the orincipals and teachers and with- 

out knowledge of the rerults hich they may have been 

able to bring about. 

Writers have Drepared papers numbering into the hun- 

dreds on the topic of leaders and leadership. These are 

largely in the subjective or essay form A few have made 

pioneering attempts to write from a scientific, analyti- 

cal, and objective viewpoint. Almost without exception, 

each has laid down his own premises and arrived at his o 

conclusion without approaching very closely to the ire.mises 

and conclusions of other wTiters. This has resulted in a 

diversity that furnishes a suivey of the field, but one 

that is uncoordinated and unsystematic. 

Some of the writers have believed that the elements 

of leaderehio are biologically hereditary in large part, 

if not in their entirety. Among the hereditary factors 

which have been studied are thoe of degrees of intelli- 

gence, possible kinds 0±' intelligence, nd strength and 

selection or drives or urges. Physical orowess and 



athletic ability might well be conEidered here, alEO. 

Others believe that leadershia erformance reEuits 

from the ocial heritaR:e of the home, the school, or 

from the tye 3±' exerience Eometine called choo1 

of hard 1cnock." The firEt f theEe emhaEizes the 

imoortance 0±' the early formative :ears in the home, or 

callE attention toimportance of the influence of the 

cocial and econoLic backgrounds of the home upon the 

self-confidence and social maturity vhicb they may yield 

to the chilci as it is groving úp. The influences of 

available lEyrnates in their ages, selection, and charac- 

teriEtice could be considered either under the home or 

the school. It i placed under the home becauEe there ic 

usually more selection 'oossible in the schools and, there- 

fore, the toio may be of ieeE imortance there. It i 

true , of courEe , that in the very mixed uhlic schools, 

the choice of companionE may be a moet important matter. 

The second call$ attention to the large number of hours 

each day for the large number of years that the school 

haE the child under its control and in the Eocial situation 

involving the influence of children uoon each other. In 

addition, ocher factors influencing the leadership tenden- 

cies of the children in the school are the personalities 

of the teachers, the methods of classroom management, the 

methods of teaching, and the como8rs tive ages of the indi- 



vidual pupi1 in relation to those of the group. 

The :ueetion of the develo3rnent of the problem child 

is one which the school ha to face. That to do with the 

timid child, the over-aggressive., the spoiled, the lazy, 

the .eu cerfioial, nd the other kinde of children deviting 

markedly from the normal is frecuently-met and erìlex- 

Ing problem. One of the problems of the school is that of 

mn.king more :rthy leaders out of the overly-aggressive. 

Another is the develooment of the latent leadershi which 

may lie :ithin the the timid 0± the thwarted child. The 

third of these calls attention to the fact that while 

leaders usually corne from families that are in fortunate 

social and economic positions, other leaders achieve pro- 

minence from denny unfavorable beginnings, ':niven by 

fear on br 2nide. 

Still other v:niters have called attention to the 

importance of health, the functionin': of the endocrine 

alands, e:nd the o:Jeration of the utonomic nervous system 

with its checks and balances in the attainment of eopie 

to positions of leadership. Others have cited their belief 

that accidentally formed rograms calling for leadership 

on denying it have roduced leaders or non-leaders, as the 

conditions warranted. $till others have sought to analyze 

leadernhi by analyzing the personality or the character 

traits found in individuals already in onitions of 
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acknowledged leaderEbip. Others have soi.ight to differen- 

ti::te among kinds of leaders and to searate leaders from 

mere attention seekers. Leaders are described as true 

leaders and headmen. Some leaders are said to lead by 

force, others by cunnin, and others by greater intelli- 

gence and ability. 

Leadership has ben varioulv' described or defined 

by the different writers. Covley (15) rote: "A leader 

is an individual who is moving in a particular direction 

and who succeeds in inducing others to follow after him. 

A leader then is a erson who is goinp: somewhere, who has 

a motive, and a rogram» Cowley does not differentiate 

between constructive and destructive leaders although 

Education does. Thorndike (38) in hi Educational Psy- 

chology, defines education as "the changing of humanbeings 

for the better, ti This has come to ':e an accepted joint 

of view. Partridge (33) offered this definition: 11Leader- 

shi is here defined .s the ability and disosition to 

ins2ire confidence in others, over a oeriod of time, o.nd 

to cause them to think and act in the wr :r the leader de- 

sires them to act and think.t' Bogardus. (7) trote: "A 

leader is a oerson vho exerts soecial influence over a 

number of peo?le. Leadershi is ersonelity and action 

under group conditions. In includes dominent oersonality 

traits of one merson and rece'tive personality traits of 
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nany erEons. It is interaction between specific traits 

of one )erEOfl and other traitE of many in Euch a v;y that 

the course of action of the many is changed by the one. 

True leadership is a process oÍ' mutual stimulation which 

b,r the effective interolay of re1evnt differences guides 

human energy in the uruit of a conimon cause. ' Smith (36) 

stated: "Leadership is the setting by one person of un- 

usual or origin1 behavior patterns .hich are responded to, 

accepted and adopted by other oersons. Leadership Is the 

grocers of bringing nleaning to others and fo11owerhi' Is 

dotion of tho$e meanings. A leader is the agent in 

the functioning of ocia1 control»' 

Leadership as defined by these authors has a strong 

thread of ersonality intervoven through it. Both charac- 

ter and 2ersonality are so definitely tied uo ith leader- 

ehio that they cannot, excet in theory, be separated from 

it. Tere are so many factors entering into the compoci- 

tian of a leader that definition of leaderEhio becomes 

'oath comolicated and a rilatter of delic;te checks and 

balances. Eichler (19) declines to define leaderFhi, 

since there i very little objective material uoon hich to 

tormulte a detinition-; hut he does arrive at the conclu- 

Sian thnt five objective trits have been isolated and 

liste, in addition, ix subjective traits which he hopes 

will be included as objective traits when sufficient 



analysis and mesurerr.ent have been ceeLired with rhich to 

control their study. He believes that this list of' eleven 

trits embraces practically all of' the fundamental factors 

necessary to leadership. 

any of the writers call attention to the oint tht 

leadership can be exercised only in socie . i situations, 

and that it should be studied only in such situations. 

Others point out tht leadershiD trainina my be accorr- 

plished by the use 0±' direct and of indirect methods. The 

direct methods are those in which attemnts are made to 

teach leadership as a subject within itself. The indi- 

rect methods are those of seeking to train leaders through 

iving' them practice in leadership ectivities in other 

subjects and proarams, es.ecially the extra-curricular 

pro gr am. 

Another point is that a leader is not always leading. 

FEVT oeole are well enough endowed or trained to be supe- 

nor in all activities. A pert of leadership traininc 

invoives the ability to know when to lead and when to 

follow the leadership 0±' others. An extension cf this 

idea is that those who can not be good leader . Eliould learn 

to be good followers. This does not mean blind follor- 

ing. It does mean intelli:ent and discriminatin2 follow- 

in; and this requires trainin: and deserves encouragement. 
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7Tith this vague and indefinite beginning, the writer 

proceeds to the plan of the thesis. 
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CHAPTER T'JVO 

PLAN OF THE THESIS 

The puroose of this study is th.t of gathering toge- 

ther all of the available oapers on leaders nd 1eadershi; 

nd of seeking to analyze thei to a point at Vì±Ch sorne 

of the essentials may becorne aparent. An additional 

our;ose is thit of cs.1lin attention to the :roblein of 

leadership with the hopes that (a) objective teste of 

1eaderchi traits may be developed 'oy ;orkers with suitable 

training and that (b) useful methods of training' for 

leaó.erEhip both by direct and indirect techniques, may be 

vrorked out. 

The - riter used the libraries of the Oregon State 

College snd the UniverEity of Oregon in his search for 

papers on this to:ic. By selective abstracting 0± these 

aper, he hoped to gsin from each all of the inforrnation 

of value :hjch it contained. For the sake of sirnlicity 

of organization and greater possib 

sou:ht to place all of the studies 

to their generl characteristics. 

cornosed of several parts and, for 

under to or more classifications. 

ilit:T 

into 

s o me 

this 

Tb e 

of comparison, he 

groups accordina 

of the oapers ere 

reason, are ut 

e headings, arranged 

in the order of their cornlexity and the generally chro- 

nological order of their appearance are: (a) subjective 
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studies, (b) tabulatory studies, (o) physioloica1 

re1ationcJip, (d) situational Etudie, and (e) analytical 

st ud i e . 

The subjective studies are little iore than easays 

or stateient.s of belief, althoueh some of them show keen- 

off-hand analysis. Purely literary oroductions hsve been 

örrìitted as not of value to this study. In the tabulatory 

studies, based mostly on the use of rating scales, lists 

of traits have been made and leaders and non-leaders 

estimated on these scsles in attemots to discover the most 

important traits that characterize leaders in contrast 

-it1 non-leaders. The aaers treatina the relationshis 

beteen ohysiologicel characteristics and leadership 

ability are moEtly first attempts to relate two fields th 

seem :aite certinl3r to have a distinct continuity. The 

situations 1 studies are those that seek to study leader- 

hio in its natural settings, that is, those involvin an 

interplay between leaders and their followers. 71ile this 

approach is complex, it should not be neglected. It should 

be most vsluable as a checkina device ujon the usefulness 

of the discoveries made under the other headin. The 

ana1yticl aproach seems to 'ce the most important in the 

present state of development of the rhole problem. It 

should, of course, be followed by oroceeses of synthesis 

when it has been carried far enough to jutify such a 
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step. Still later, the course of the study of 1eaderhip 

will 1e one of alternating analyEis and synthesis if 

this field is to be developed scientifically and if it 

follows the courses of the other scientific develooments. 

The following chapter gives summaries of the papers 

which were chosen for inclusion in this thesis. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

REVIETS OF THE STUDIES ON LEADERSHIP 

The greateEt volume of source material on the study 

of leadership is historical and 'ubjective. The student 

searchin for objective material mut read a great number 

of articles in the vriou journals on education, socio- 

loc:y, and psycho1oiy in order to winnow out a few truths 

from the great mass of unscientific ritin. It seems 

to be so easy to moralize nd o very hard to 'rîte arti- 

cies of scientific exactnees which really say what ought 

to be said on this uhject of leadership. Leadership, 

charecter, and personality are all very much interwoven 

nd all are as yet intnible from a study approach. 

In Drimitive tribal life, training was slower and :ore 

natural in it rowth than education is. today. In our 

more artificial, institutionalized school systems, children 

are speeded u by as many kinds of motivtion as the minds 

of teachers can invent. Hall (23) aptly described this 

rituation when he said, "Our eductiona1 system is a hot- 

hou'e method which rushes child development ahead of 

nature's p1ans.' In tribal life, learning was largely 

the result of discovering the best method of suplying 

man's wants throu:h tri.l and error and simple reasoning 

in meeting new situationc. Tribe.l training methods were 
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fitted to the time of need and leadere were Eelected on 

the basiE oÍ denonstrated ability. The present field of 

developing 1eaderhip i increasingly complicated with 

the proportionately increaced complexity of society. l're- 

sent-day education begins to store up a reservoir of know- 

ledge and kil1 long in advance of actual need for them. 

Tribal 1eader were developed directly and often under 

Eome sudden emergency, when the most capable warrior or 

fisherman Ehowed his eueriority in the presence of the 

group. The tribal children in their play i'-ìitated their 

elders, and thus gained the fundamentals of tribal educa- 

tian. Even in the complexity of modern living, with its 

more expanded home life ;nd high degree of secialization 

in methods of uplyjflg human needs, the child still 

recapitulates the life of the tribal child in its play 

and must, in addition, undergo several hours daily of 

schoolroom instruction of a different kind of activity 

from that of the playground. 

A number of students conducting research in leader- 

ship have designated the play-group as the natural group 

and the most important field in which to study leadership. 

Subjective evidence lends su'port to this view. The 

limiting and artificial situations are fewer, simolifring 

the research orocedures in the examination of the natural 

group. Many present-day writers are inclining to the 
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view-point that home environment is the niot imortant 

sin1e phase of leadershi development , both in the natu.- 

ra.1 gTou of young children and in their arenta1 and 

brother-siEter re1ationhis. One of the itenie upon thich 

more $cientific ob.ervation is needed is the develo.ment 

of 1eadershi in the home in association :ith other members 

of the family. Does the child iith leadership capabilities 

show leadership tendencies in its relationships with 

other members of the family or aoes it merely follow in 

paths of learning and exhibit it leadership outside the 

home in ?la:, rous and in playground itu.tion? This 

is a difficu.lt problem since an observer, to get first- 

hand observation, would have to asswne the role of a mem- 

ber in each of the homes here observations were to be 

made and the presence of an observer in such homes might, 

in some instances, change the situation enough to make 

the validity of materials collected of cue'tionable value. 

Moreover, the recording of hole social situatio is 

difficult on account of their complexity nd the rapidity 

rith v:hioh they change. 

SUBJECTIVE STUDIES OF LEADEREI? 

Bird (5) believes that children are handicEìed in 

their developments toward leadership or are helped by their 

home environments, depending on the family life in the 
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home. She found that only one-third al' the 100 pupi1 

whom he tudied showed inf1ueces of good home training 

at the beginning of the Echool year. Another third showed 

occasional )ersona1ity diEturbances hich interfered Tith 

progreec temporarily. A fe leEs than one-third were 

handica:ed by firmly rooted habite that diverted the 

attention of the learner and continued to militate aaint 

speed and accuracy in their choo1 ork. The ooreet 

group reouired twice as many tria1' to eor;1ete their vork 

ac the best g'roup although their IQ' s vere the Eìe. The 

tifear 0uP recuired three times ae many trials in learn- 

in as the averae group. The introverts reouired the same 

number of trials as the averae, as soon as they began to 

make definite effort. Later the introverts gained speed. 

Pupils with strong personal prejudices exceeded the aver- 

age .roup under pleasant conditions, 'out fell far belov; 

it under other conditions. Since the IQ' s were the same 

among all of these children, nenta1 hygiene seemed to 

offer the hect or the only solution in this kind of oro'o- 

lem, leadership growth based on school success. 

Hall (23) mentions fear and anger as being, equally 

with love, stimulants to desirable personality traits and 

socially valuable activities, ;ithout doing much more than 

making the statement. The psychologists believe that anger 

creates either an attitude of aggression or a defense 



ttitude, and that fear bringe about either another type 

of defence or furniehes an urge to attain as Impregnable 

a pocition as poceible. Study of the training of atti- 

tudes is necessary in understanding the drives back of 

the seeking of oositione of leadership, hut :ractically 

nothinp has been done in this field in a scientific manner. 

Jack anc Bradbury (24) advocate that the growing 

child learn to give and take and to develop judgment in 

social situations so that he may deteruine just what his 

rights are and ho to defend those rights firmly. This 

kind of training ucully develoc attitudes of rivalry 

expressed in the child's mind by such exrecsions as, 

"My hobby horse is better than yours." It is active 

learning by the child in action rather than the passive 

learning from hearing about the best things to do or no 

learning at all from coflditions of over-protection or 

isolat ion. 

Blanchard (6) says, "Some of the erliect learning 

of the child is of a non-intellectual type, taking place 

at a stimulus-and-reejonce level in connecti3n with the 

visceral functions Lnd the emotions of fear, anger and 

love. Attitudes. formed at a very early stage of life 

become inte'ral factors of the mature oers onality. The 

child subjected to many experiences that call out fear 

resoonses develo DC a timid fearful attitude toward the 
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vorld." Such a condition clearly bio ck the usual paths 

of leadership development. The relationships of anger 

and love to ersonality and leadershi were not explained. 

Eckert (18) believee that the ideals leading to 

choices of leaders differ among children and anong adults; 

nd that the older the child is or the more advanced in 

echool grades, the more he i . like the adult in viewpoint. 

This may be artly expicined by the probabilitT that child- 

ren are controlled more by instincts and emotions and cim- 

1e preferences than are peole in their later years when 

custom has modified both. Laboratory and clinical experi- 

mente show in great numbers of tested cases that the er- 

sonality and behavior traits of children have been greatly 

changed by modifying parental methods of training. Parental 

training of the child is regarded by many authors as the 

most important condition of child development. The begin- 

fling of the study of leadership should probably be retrieved 

from high echoo1 and colleges and he begun in the earliest 

grades :here these cen cooperate ith the home in giving 

the child a well balanced start along the road of it 

trainin for its particioation in ociety. This will in- 

dude the give-and-take of leadership and followership. 

Problem children should be studied as well as leaders, 

since some robiem children are unsocial because their 

leadership tendencies are beine blocked. Should problem 
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Cases be studied from the angle o± tlocked leadership 

and, if they are found to be leaerhio rnateri . 1, v:h . t 

technicues should be emjloyed to correct their faultc in 

social relationEhips? An abstract ansv:er is imoossible, 

for there are many factors entering into the solution of 

such a problem. Problem cases are a very small number of 

all the cases to be studied, but command more than their 

share of attention as a oert of leadership etudies because 

they lead anti-eocially. 

Van waters (40), long a juvenile court jue, des- 

cribes several delincuent girls who became leaders of 

anti-eocial groups. Her conclusions v'ere that delincuent 

girls often have tre:ìendous vitality. The normal recrea- 

tions available to them do not give them feelings of catis- 

faction. As a result, they seek other snd more exciting 

diversions. Their follo;.ers often come from homes that 

are dull and insipid, with no guidance for wholesome re- 

creation. As a recult, these iris transfer their intereat 

from their homes to companions who can give them, for a 

time, more absorbing and stimulating forms of activity. 

These are ettempte, even though they may be poor attemts, 

to satisfy the social urge. If ;arents do not provide 

tholeeoe recreation for their children, the children nil 
find it elsehere and often in company helo: the socle 1 

levels of their homes. Quotino Van Vaters (40), "Delin- 
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ouent leaderE have exaerienced the 'ithhq1din of normal 

parental relationhipe and being miEunderEtood by the 

community, rejected by school, church, and c1ub, ir : olated 

and. distorted by neighborhood gosi, they find their 

onl,r road to prestige through rebellion. Eciipped with 

ohyEical nd mental energy, buoyancy, and courage theEe 

youths exlore every avenue and find it blocked. The wise 

parent opens doors inFtead of cloing them»' Many of thece 

girle have more than average ability alona many lines. The 

wise oarent will seek to ue Eocially acce.ted releases of 

ohyical energy and develop in the child Eocii resonee 

combined with sublimated ideale that produce feeiing' of 

eatifaction and a desire to become integrated into the 

community a well as within the family life. 

Partridae (33) conducted an intere tin study among 

adolescent boys in a Boy Scout Camp. He v:orke out a 

plan called "The five-man-to-man lan»t in which the boys 

were divided into grouos of five and aEked to select a 

leader for their group. After this wa done, the groups 

were reformed and new leaders were elected. That the dis- 

coveries made by these selections were real is shown by 

the fact that the boys thus elected were still functioning 

actively as group leaders a year later. 

Brown (io), in a study f leadership among hih school 

ou:;ils , found that uoil leaders reresent a highly selected 
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group. The pupils who excel in extra-curricular activi- 

ties have a higher deree 0±' intelligence and are gener- 

ally uerior inte11ectu11y to those pU)i1s who cia not 

particiate o free1T in extra-curriciilar activities. 

Hr tudy was based upon 259 pupil 1e' . der in a large 

western citr high school. 

She concluded that those individuelE selected as leEtd.- 

ers tended to be selected it reference to intelligence, 

scholarship, nativity or pupils aná. parents, economic sta- 

tus, and social status. There wa.s a tendency for the 

leaders to choose colleg'e oreparatory subjects more often 

than did students ho were not leaders . There was a 

larger selection of hobbies re)resented among the leadere 

than among those pu2ils not in the leaders' group. 

Bird (5) made a study of leadership traits by exarnin- 

ing the IQ, ratings of both emotionally handicepoed and 

unh2nica;ed children, taking into account the environ- 

mental factors and eakneEses of training in the genesis 

of their conditions. Bird wrote tht the causative dis- 

turbances were of the same kinds as those i hich bother 

e.dults--bein- over-tiaid, anti-social, a chronic intro- 

vert, a braggart, an annoyin e'otit and excessively 

sociable. These children were all victims of habits that 

divert attention from the task in hand. She states, s'An 

environrent presenting as early as posible appropriste 
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9itut lOfl$ for the deve1oment of serviceo1e mental 

habits both at home and at Echool eeus necerEry not only 

for social adjwtment ut for advncement in learning. 

ThiE truth is particularly ignifioc nt if one accepts the 

prevailing helief that the pattern of the future indi- 

vidual ic already laid down b:r the end of the second year, 

the eriod of two to four (vear of age) beine' neitlmr too 

late to recondition nor too early to establish deirable 

onec. U 

This early recognition and redirection of ereonality 

handicaps serves to reduce trial ind error in the ie:rning 

)TOCesE regardless of the type of lerning considered, 

since distraction 0±' e.ttention by the affective disturbe.nce 

aeare to be the cauce of lowered efficiency. The removal 

of these stumbling blocks should uinirize dangerous ele- 

ments of failure in the adult and ensure greater measure 

of life success to many individuals hose netive intelli- 

ence appears to oromise greater achievement. 

Ellis (20) thouaht the 'beet method of solving leader- 

hio lay in the comparison of' large numbers of leaders 

through a study of their biographies and auto"oiograohes, 

to find common influences that roduced the leadership 

drives. Te says of ritis10 ieniu, of which he studied 

1030 cases, tracing the ancestry back two generstions, 

"Chareoteritics have been noted as marking s-eniuc in 
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various countrieE hich seem to inùicate that in all 

robability the characters that constitute genius are 

fundamentally alike in all countries, thouah it may well 

'ce that minor modi±ications are aeociated with national 

ciif±'erences. rl 

His method was to study nationality, social class, 

heredity along with immediate oarentae, childhood and 

youth as recorded in bioRraahies, marriace and family, 

patholoy, stature , ig;nentation, and other factors which 

rniaht have causative effects. He does not regard genius 

as a purely health variation nor as an allotro.Dic form of 

insanity. He thinks a reniuc is a human body with an 

immensely active brain capability and which, if thro out 

of balance so that the body cannot supply the brain with 

sufficient repair, may become a victim of insanity or 

feeblemindednes. He offers this explanation for the 

feeble-bodied persons v.ho become mental giants on the 

grounds that the ener :. y that should have gone into bodily 

reir and growth has been absorbed by the brain. He con- 

dudes that there is "No genius without some nixture of 

insanity,1' hut that it muet be "A finely tei:red mixture." 

Ellis was one of the firt of the modern students f genius 

and of fame and, thus, suffered from a confusion of terms 

that is still extsnt. His conclusions were to much 

affected by a few outstanding cases and by failure to 
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recognize the more normal caEe at their true worth. 

Blanchard (e) believes that the enta1 capacity of 

children is fixed at birth throu1 inheritance, and that 

environent is a ma11er factor in deterrninin the place 

that a p orEonmut take. She does not propoEe,however, 

to do nothing about it. She says, "The nursery school, 

offering as it does the opoortunity for cooperative study 

of the child by trained exoerts and parents can well apply 

this genetic viewpoint to the study of personality develop- 

ment, for both obeervtion and correction. ExceedinRly 

superficial are theattempte of elementary schools to in- 

troduce courses for character training into their curricula, 

in an effort to chane by intellectual proepts conditioned 

emotional responses which function on non-intellectual 

planee. The most practical ue of our knowledge of per- 

sonality development is in the education of parents as 

to the ways in which their own mode of living modifies the 

personalities of their children. To be effective, charac- 

ter trinin. mut begin with the parents and be carried 

over through them into the modifying experiences which the 

child undergoes in the family relationships. It is from 

this field of adult education we may expect the most impor- 

tant results for the personality develoment of the child. " 

owden (9) states that intelligence has been extensively 

studied and measured, but very little work has been done in 
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tie field of chEracter and 1eaderh1D in connection vith 
inte11i .-, ence. He differs from BL'nchard, and tries to 

prove that environmental in±luences 3re the principal 
forcehich produce leadership. The varieties of train- 
in of children by parente reveal that children can be 

changed, Psrcholoci.ts have analTzed child behavior ell 
enouc4a to know that anti-social behavior of children re- 
eiltinc' from unfortunate parental training can 'ce recon- 

ditioned to social behavior. 

Neel and Matthews (30) believe that colleges generally 
neclect the superior students and aid the normal and the 

stru'ling groups. They compared achievers with non-achievers. 
A croup f 112 students ranked as superior, through being 
in the u;er quarter of the Ohio State University Psycho- 

loicl Tet, \;ere Etu.died for acaderuic efficiency. They 

vrere conared with a group at the lov:er end of the academic 

scale. These groups were cornred on vriou details of 

information taken from the records, the Bernreuter Inven- 

tory, nd extensive interviews. In generl, the 'chievers' 
were found to have skiped more grades and to have failed 
lezs often; to carry fever courses, study nore regularly, 
participate in more campus activities, and take more 

honors; to be :ore introverted, le social and more elf- 
consciou, more easily embarrassed, more independent, 
more eif-sufficient, less interested in the opposite sex, 
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and more persitent; and to attach a higher degree of 

ha)Jiness to theii co11ee career than did the anon- 

achievers's. The hmnon_achìeverslt were :ore certin of their 
vocatinal choicee, nacie individu.1istic, and rore ex- 

troverted; they made friends nore auickly, and experienced 

hornesicknese more frecuently; they were more uneta1e, 
1es certin about hait of etudy; and more rone to 

cociplain, argue, and experience confliote about reliciion 

and life in enera1. 

Smith (36) writes, 'The act of leadership is the act 
of controlling others in the name of the group or in the 

name of' the leeder. LeaderEhip by position and. achieve- ' 

ment are interactional. According to the process or con- 

cept, leader-follov-ershio is a type of interaction which 

consists of interstimulation an interreeponse of a leader 
and one or more followers, in which the leader gives a 

stimulus to each follo er which is reacted to in guch a 

way that unity of action results. The leader is the giver 
of the stimulus, the followers the reactors to the ti- 
iulus»' Leaders of large groups face an almost infinite 

variety of followers and e 11 degrees of cooperation among 

their followers, even to open opposition. The leader must 

get cooperation from othericise conflictin ersonalities 
toward a common oal. 1tThe habitually successful leader 
will, however, have secondary choices of action for use 
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aI, inertia, or he will have a marvelous faci1itr for 

thinkin of sound uggetione on the ur of the ornent. 

A r-a1 leader mu?t 1:e flexible, recourceful, :illing to 

make em.11 concegion, and courteou to oponents. All 

that a ootenti.l leader can do ic have n objective, ..ro- 

mote a plan, and exoeriment with his folloere observin 

carefully the resultE.'1 

An abstract of a aper by Bellinrath (2), relative 

to the qualities associated 1ith leadership in extra- 

curricalar activities in several high schools, states, 

"The seniors in five high school near Iew York were rated 

on a point system according to the number and type of 

extra-curricular activities in which they were engaged. 

Group A, 120 students who scored the highest (in extra- 

curricula.r activity participation) and Group , 120 stud- 

entn who scored zero along these same lines vere coipared. 

The ratio of boys to irls is greater in the grout' of 

elected leaders than in tha gro of those who were not 

elected as ieaders.....The cualities related to leader- 

ship deended largely on the sex of the leaders. In 

physical measureiients, school marks, or achool habits 

boys who are leaders do not sea:r, to differ from boys who 

are not leaders. Among boys there was found a poaitive 

relation 0±' age and home background to elected lcaderhip. 
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Ambition to continue their education (through college) 

was the Lole school attitude which elected leaders among 

the boys were found to possess to a greater extent than 

boys not elected to leadership. Girl leaders differ 

markedly from girls who are not leaders. They viere youngr, 

taller, heaver, make better grades, hare better school 

habits, and come from better homes than do girls who are 

not leaders." 

Pigore' (34) study of leaders in croup work among 

working routhc stated that an abbreviated and adapted form 

of Winklèr-Hermanden's cuestionnaire was Hibmitted to 

group workers in oston and in Rochester. lthouh many 

workers fell into a mixed-type classification, there is 

some evidence for a "master" type of Jeader and an "educa- 

tor" type of leader. These are closely identified with 

the "autocratic" and the "democratic" leaders described 

i_n Boeardus. The "mastei" type has more 0±' a desire for 

self-expression, is extrovertive, is intere-ted in ersonal 

ascendance, and is found among an older range of followers, 

Their characteristic trait was egotism. The "educator" 

tyDe was more desirous of service, was introvertive, was 

intereted in the development of his folloriere, end ore- 

ferred a ounger age group. He had a tendency toward 

self-doubt; his characteristic trait was sympathy. The 

age-range of the vorkers studied was not given so thet an 
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age comparison was not ossib1e, but the aproach of the 

study is different from that of the other authors and 

yielded inforiation not given by them. 

It may be safely said that the rank and file of 

teachers generally are kept co busy teaching subject 

matter that they do not have time to think in terms of 

training for leadership. There is a definite effort 

bein made in the jublic schools to create a new atti- 

tucie in teaching, "that of teaching children rather 

than teaching eubject-rnatter.' This is a steD in the right 

direction for it keeos the teacher thinking in terms of 

individual pu:oil needs rather than the required amount 

of subject natter to he covered by the demands of the 

3lanned curriculum. This attitude has oossibilities 'for 

leadership develoment in the classroom. 

TABTJLATORY STUDIES 

Leadership is deoendent uon so many factors that 

no one should attent to choose a few traits and. say 

that these along are the attributes that establish leader- 

ship. Many authors on the subject of leadershi and its 

traits have soight to make their lists as small as iose- 

ible or the sake of simplicity whereas it cecine to tiis 
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writer that the lists should be as inclusive as possible 

in order to have as cornolete and accurate a survey of the 

whole field as one is able to obtain. 

The studies made of leadershio up to the present time 

are, each, in a restricted portion of the leadership field 

and es ch, while directly related to the others, aroaches 

the subject from a somewhat different angle. This is in 

keeping with the early analysis of problems, that is, 

at first limiting each problem to one narrow phase of its 

entire scope and trying to solve that particular portion 

of the roblem. In this respect Bogardus (7) wrote, 

'Leaderhj" is sobafflins a problem that careful examina- 

tian of it has been long Postponed.'t Re studied leader- 

ship as a group henomenon, seeking to learn the reactions 

that took place between leaders and followers in leader- 

ship situations. He recognized interaction between the 

peronalities in the group in relation to the primary or 

fundamental sources of energy that develop into leader- 

ship and acquiescence or followershi. Some of the traits 

which he recognized as favorahle to leadershii were: demo- 

cratic attitudes, vitality, positiveness, friendliness, 

enthusiasm, syrnathy, trustxcorthiness, and perseveronce. 

Several negative traits which keep the child from develop- 

ing into a leader were also listed. These are: indiffer- 

ence, narrowness, timidity, affectation, egotism, silli- 
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ness, ficklenes, and Etu1bornnesE. 

Eckert (18) collected a list of thirtfive traite 

based upon these questions: (a) 'What are the traits 

that boys nd .ir1s consider important in the leaders 

they elect?", end (b) 'How do these leaders differ from 

students who are never elected president of a club or 

homeroom?" His study wa.s made at the high echool level. 

The foflorinc list of traits thus arrived at is arranged 

according to their frequency of mention or choice, In 

TABLE I. Only the seventeen ranking highest were iven 

by the author. Thece are worthy of careful study because 

they analyze 1eaderhip from the high school uoi1s' 

point of view. 

TABLE I 

Eckert's Scale of Trait Frequency as Voted by High 

Frequency 
Rank of Mention 

School Pupils. 

Trait or Quality 

:i 1414 Plays fair. 
2 1010 Is cheerful - always in good spirits. 
3 954 Does not cheat. 
4 949 Is industrious - hard worker. 
5 948 Accepts resonsibility. 
e 844 Is an honor student - gets good marks. 
7 840 Loyal to clas or club when criti- 

cized. 
8 840 Interested in this kind of work. 
9 773 Cooperates with others. 

10 684 Has initiative - starts things. 
11 675 Has self-control. 
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13 
14 
J-5 

16 
17 
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643 Has poise - does not easily get 
rattled. 

626 Upho1d high standards. 
609 Takes ride in arearance of schools. 
597 Has talent - learns earily. 
576 Shows common sense - is not f1ihty. 
516 Get things done. 

Savage (35) studied 1eaderhi-fo11owershig as Dart 

of a character education orogrsm in a high school physi- 

cal education curriculum. She found the followinp: c'narac- 

teristic esEential to successful leadershiD: irnaina- 

tion or emotion, inte1lience, intuition, 'elf-control, 

sincerity, and faith in the cause. In . second tudy by 

Savage, conducted in fifteen schools, she asked 5000 

puDils to designate the most important traits in leader- 

ship. The most frequently mentioned are given in TABLE II: 

TABLE II 

Savage's List of Traits Essential to Leaderhi: 

Inteu1ience 
Fa i t h 
Self-control 
Sincerity 
Considerateness 
Pride in appearance 

Trustworthiness 
Democracy 
Courageouness 
Social-rnindedne ss 
Firness 
Natural ability 

Caidwell (li) asked 282 children from the seventh to 

the tve1fth grades in a large city school to choose members 

from their classes to become leaders under stated condi- 

tions. These conditions included tvo trips to points of 

interest o . nd the reorganization of an ah1etic program. 
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The uils were asked to choose their leaders on the basis 

of traits relative to inte1lience, e)endability, social 

adaotations, ae, and size. They were recuested to give 

their reasons for their choices. To results were given 

nor were any of the reasons offered by the puils for 

t:eir choices listed. 

uttin (l) made a study of 181 girls in gymnasium 

clases in which she ached the ui1s to choose class 

team captains and state their reasons for the choices 

they made. The reasons given with the frecuency of each 

one is tabulated be1o: 

TABLE III 

ìutting's List f Traits Essential to Leadership 

Qualities and Frecuencies 

obeys 
plays fair 
honest 
plays best for her 

s id e 
can control team 
play and not cuarrel 
capab le 
knows how to treat 

her team 
can be deoended upon 
knows her business 

Qualities Ranked 

77 honest 27 
73 obeys 21 
68 capable 15 

plays fair 14 
59 
58 can be depended upon 12 
50 acte like a lady 7 

47 trustworthy 7 

45 good in athletics 7 

43 knows her business 7 

4.3 good olayer 4 

active 4 

able to do everything 4 

good in gym 4 
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Personal Traits FreQuency 

good olayer 57 
good in athletics 35 
tall 25 
good in gym 21 
active 20 
good ca tain 18 
knows rules 17 
big and strong 16 

Nutting's 1it in TABLE III above is quite similar 

to Eckert's list in TÀLE I. Each list is reroduced 

exactly as )resented by the authors. It is intereting 

to note that the two lists, secured from grouos of students 

located far enough aart to have almost no influence uon 

each other, were quite similar in traits listed and in 

the order in which these traits were ranked 

Moore (27) asked women students in colleges to desig- 

nate their leaders in contrast, if need be, with office- 

holders. Those receivin the hiqhest votes cere: 

President of the student body 74 
President of the athletic association 47 
Yell leader 31 
Editor of the school annuel 23 
President of the senior class 21 

The zrincia1 characteristics upon which these officers 

were selected were: sympathy, dignity, friendliness, 

fairness , initiative, intelligence, social-mindedness, 

sincerity, and denendahility. 

Chevaleva (14) listed four traits of leaders in 

contrast nith followers among children. These were: 



duretion of excitement, ridity of associative reactions, 

2redonainence of excitement over inhibition, and a higher 

degree af differentiation of reactions. This list seems 

to have met the first two of the three hases which Par- 

tridge (33) lists as necessary techniQues for discovering 

leadershio ability. They are: 

"(i) À valid method of selecting' leaders in natural 
situations. 

(2) A survey of the characteristics of leaders. 
(3) A study of leaders in action, their methods, 

and the effect of their influence on the group. 

Flemming (21) used a list of forty-six traits in 

examining seventy-one high school irl:. He did not state 

hbw the list was obtained. Each girl wa.s checked by 

from three to six teachers on the forty-six traits. The 

teachers used a scale of ten points to indicate the de- 

gree of intensity of each girl in pleasingness of per- 

sonality. The average number of lists checked by teachers 

per girl was three and six-tenths. Each girl was required 

to evaluate each of the other girls on the scale of ten 

points in rating pleasingness of ersonality. In all the 

ratings there was an average of over thirty-five ratings 

per girl on the factor of leasingnesE of ersonality. 

Flernming states, "The method of determining the degree 

of association between leadership and each of the traits 

on the list was b:? means of the Thurstone diagrams for 

securing the tetrachoric coefficient of correlation. A 
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study of the grou3ings of the traite was made with the 

aid of ThurEtone's simlified method of f- ctor ana1yEi. 

The uua1 correlation technicue wa uEed to determine the 

relation of 1eaderhi: to erona1ity as neasared by the 

teachers' ratings, to 1eaingness of )erona1ity as 

indic'ted by the ratings by the girls of one another , to 

the average nunber of traits attributed to the gir1 

from the entire list, and to the averaíe number of trits 

attributed or not attributed from a selected list of 

eight items which aeared to be most ignificnt1y re- 

lated to leaderhic as determined on the baei of group- 

ings of traits after factor analysis.' 

Flemming's list of forty-six leadership traits is 

listed on the following page, presentinp the tetrachoric 

coefficient 0±' correlation between leadership and each 

trait. 
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Flemming's List of Leadership Traits 

Is lively .47 
Has wide interests .45 
Is intelligent . 44 
Is a good sport .40 
Is ori:inal .38 
Is athletic .38 
Is clever 35 
Has a sense of humor .34 
Is cultured .34 
Has individuality .33 
Is sociable .33 
Is amusing .31 
Is well informed .30 
Is competent .30 
Has a 1easant voice .28 
Has good judgment .28 
Is witty .28 
Is entertaining .28 
Is interesting in conversation .28 
Is tactful .27 
Is talented in sortie field of art .22 
Has attractive jerEonal aearance .21 
Is adaptable .21 
Is natural, unaffected .20 
Is honest ' .19 
Is frank .19 
Is helpful .18 
Is idea1ictic .16 
Is generous .16 
Is industrious .16 
Is fair .16 
Is unselfish .14 
Is considerste of others .13 
Is understanding .11 
Is loyal .11 
Is dependable .10 
Is sincere .10 
Is sympathetic .0 
I beautiful or retty .05 
Is neat .00 
Has a smiling countenance -.01 
Is tolerant -.02 
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I courteous -.03 
I 'ood natured -.04 
Is not easily excited -.08 
Is modest -.19 

Flemming (21) ays, s'In conclusion, then, re niay infer 

that the method of factor analysis has hopeful ossibi- 

lities for revealinr types of 1eader found in a :arti_ 

culai' group; that in the group studied there seemed to 

be four ty es of leadership ability--the entertaining, 

the brilliant, the cultured-talented, and the just; but 

that for the highest scores on our criterion of leader- 

ship a personality embracing qualities from among all 

the types is necessary. The qualities basic to leader- 

ship as we found them are liveliness, wide intereFts, 

inte1lience, good sportsanshi, ability to amuse, 

athletic rowess, a Dleasant voice, and the absence of 

modesty. with these eight traits leadership is not 

guaranteed, but without a majority of them leadershio 

is improbable." This list of eight traits is shown by 

Flemming to correlate with 1eadershi and he states 

that the chances are ninety-two in one hundred that 

relationhio between leadershi and the averae of the 

selected eight trits is of a real nature. 

Bowden (9) conducted tudiee based on the asramDtion 

that leadership traits were grouped around two factors, 

viz., physical and social traits. His tabulations were 



secured from comJarisons of the elections of student-body 
presidente or student council neber in forty AIneTic.n 

colleges. His findingE show college 1eader to be well 
balanced, all of the ascendant type, ith the majority 
extroverted nd expanEive in social types. This grou 

of leaders was found to have, in the majority, splendid 
insight and good judment. There were no '1freak" oersona- 
litie in this rouo of leaders. Height, weipht, voice, 
snd hair color influenced the choices of these leaders, 
according to flowden. 

Bennett and Jones (3) carried on a study of leadership 
traits usina the followin list: intellip . e.ce, initiative, 
courage, self-trust, bodily energy, insight, kindness, 
humor, and knonledre of human nature. The purose of this 
study was to discover whether the Josession of these 
qualities resulted in leaderhip. A small, more or lesE 

homogenous group of twenty-nine boys was uc ed in the investi- 
gation. They couicluded that intelligence does underlie 
ability in leadership and that low intelligence bars one 

from leadershio. Those who achieved leadership were 

physically sound and had an abundance of bodily energy. 

Cowley (15) conducted two separate studies on the 

traits of leaders, the first of which brought out distinc- 
tion between leaders and headnien. The second made a dis- 
tinction between situational and individual emphas is in 
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studying traits and more eecia11y the distinction 
between Fituational presti:e traits and individual traite 

in io1ation. He made a third digtinction between so- 

called natural leadership nd leadership in specific 

situations. No mention was 'ade of the group or the con- 

ditions under which the above impressions were secured. 

The second study is the most specific, in that he states 

that he v.orked with 112 subjects divided into the tvo 

groups, leaders and followers. His subjects were chosen 

from three widely different situations. The subj ects 

were commissioned officers, non-commissioned officers 

and rivates in the United States Army, and a grou of 

criminal leaders and their fo1lower. The results of the 

study showed that leaders rated themselves higher in 

self-confidence; they scored Iigher in motor impulsion, 

used less time in making decisions, :orked faster on 

arranging tact mottoes, read titles faster on postcards, 

and took shorter times to arrange mottoes of aggressiveness. 

The traits characterizing leaders which resulted from both 

studies combined are: aggressiveness, self-confidence, 

intelligence, emotional stability, finality of judgment, 

tact, :oeed of decîsion, suggestibility, and motor inroul- 

si_on. Cowley seems to have been the first to study the 

traits of anti-social (crimins . i) leaders in comarision 

with sociall.r useful leaders. He finds the criminal 
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leaders excel their followers in the same traits a 

ocia11y adjuEted. leaders. 

An article by Luithien (25) assamed the three tpi- 

cal leadershi traits to be initiative, ambition, and 

vitality. He devised several tests by means of whieh he 

souht to measure thece characteristics. He says, "Cer- 

tain individuals were positive and aggressive in their 

work. Their motor activity was rapid and vivid. The 

negative defensive orkers tere slower, lees certain and 

hesitant. Leaders did not vork well to'ether, but the 

follower groups cooerated well with each other. " The 

tests coniEted of cards in sete. of fifty with one word 

on each card and one set having a red border on each 

card while the other set had a blue border on each card. 

Persons taking the test for initiative were placed in 

pairs and one individual given cards with blue borders 

and the other red borders. They were requested to arrange 

the cards into hort sentences. It was found that some 

individuals worked with certainty and agresEiveness, 

made quick choices of viords which were çrom.tly arranged 

into short sentences, even though these were often vague 

in meaning. The defensive workers (negative) were slower, 

less certain of their choices of words, and tended to 

make longer Eentences than the aggressive group. As soon 

as pu3ils were identified as leaders or followers they 
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were then paired ac two leaders together. They were paired 

again as two followers together, . nd as one leader vith 

one follower different from that in the original test. It 

was found that two followers worked vell together in ex- 

cellent cooperation; when leader and follower worked toge 

ther the leader usually laced the first word of the 

entenOe working by hi:iiEelf; and finally, when two leaders 

were assigned to work together, there was no cooperation 

but there was rivalry. TheEe reult are self-evident and 

need no further e:lanation. 

Thrasher (39) studied 1313 Chicago boys of adolescent 

age who were in groups or gangs of their own organizing. 

He found these groups to he generally well organized, with 

names for the groups, and vith recognized leaders. He 

analyzed these groups from two points of view. The factors 

from the environment which he believed to cause or to 

allow some of the boys to be leaders were: propinquity 

to boys who were willing to be led, a community of inte- 

rests among the boy, a coon socio-economie status, 

and a neighborhood tradition. The factors within the 

Individual which assisted him to leadership were; age 

(generally older) , race (socially aoproved) , sex (almost 

always males), physique (generally superior), looks 

(generally more attractive, interesting, or striking) 

intelligence (somewhat above that of the group, and 

personality (more forceful). This list is incom:1ete 
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1ut it does ive some trends of the direction of boy 

group 1eaderhi in a large city. 

Smith (3E) found that Ïeaders are: resourceful, 

flexible, courteous to opoonents, cooperative, stimulating, 

and that they achieve results. 

Jack and Bradbury (24) in a study of child leaders, 

discovered that the following traits werê valuable in 

leadership: rivalry, self-esteem, vtholesome assertiveness, 

and self-confidence. 

In recent years, military writers and speakers have 

laid a grent deal of emphasis on "leadership" as opoosed 

to "drivership". Muilson (29) is quoted because he is a 

military man, and an account of the military views of 

leadership gives another approach to the study of traits 

of leadership. He lists the following traits as important 

in military life: oersonality, manner, use of language, 

tdt, cheerfulnes, courtesy, justice, discipline, duty, 

patriotism, esprit de corps, and knowledge of men. 

Miller (26), li1e Munsen, was a military man and his 

findings in relation to leadership and its importance in 

the military services are interesting for comoarison. 

He lists: self-control, assiduIty, common sense, judgment, 

enthusiasm, perseverance, tact,courage, faith, loyalty, 

acumen, truthfulness, and honor as the attributes of char- 

acter and personality typical of all great leaders. 
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Do military men expect diTferent traits of leadership in 

the military services from those in civilian life? 

Every traits mentioned by both Munson (29) and Miller (26) 

are recognized as desirable traits in civilian leader- 

ship, but it is exected that military leaders emha- 

size loyalty, honor, duty, and courage because of their 

artioular value to the military services. 

Eichler (19) did extensive research work in tabulating 

the traits of all the authors on leadershi who had ore- 

ceded his study. From a list of forty-six traits, he 

chose eleven which he believed included practically all 

the fundamental factors underlying the other traits in 

the entire group of traits. The eleven are: intelli- 

gence, scholarship, social intelligence, iieiht, ascendance, 

vitality, individuality, social adaptability, e1f-contro1, 

oersitence, and voice. Eichler tested 181 students in 

the eleventh and twelfth grades using the Henmon-Nelson 

Test of Mental Ability, Form A. This test, with other 

objective means 0±' measurement, yielded objective data 

on the first five traits recorded in the above list. 

Ratings on the remaining six traits were secured from 

teachers. TJjç the intercorrelation technicue of treat- 

inc. the data secured, he found the Drobahility that the 

eleven chosen traits, giving a multiple correlation 

coefficient of .904, included nearly all of the elements 
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which contribute to leadership. 

Eichler's entire lic.t 0±' forty-six traits and a corn- 

pEfliofl lict combined. from tTe lists of all other aut'iors 
available follows. Most of the trait names in Eichler's 
list are vague and general terns. A very few can 'ce 

measured fairly objectively, e.g., ascendance, extraversion, 
height, inteilic:ence, motor impulsion, sex, speed of deci- 
clon, and weight. There are no easurina: instrurents 
for the others because there are no e atisfactory defini- 
tions of the terms. There are no satisfactory definitions 
because there is no general asree:ent about what they are 

to mean. The "combined list" is, on the hole, even more 

var:ue than Eichle's list. 

TABLE V 

EICHLTR LIST 

ambition 
ascendance 
attractiveness 
audacit y 
congeniality 
considerateness 
cordiality 
courage 
d e nao o r ac y 
desire for erponal crowth 
dignity 
ernot ionality 
extroversion 
fairness 
faith in cause 
finality of juJment 
fort i t ud e 

COMBINED LIST OF AUTHORS 

abilities (in several fields) 
achievement statue 
analytical tendencies application 
athlet io 
C aD ab 1 e 
cheerful 
chronolgical age 
C o mo 1 e X iOn 
c000eration 
o ur io s i t y 
democratic idels 
cl o mi nan c e 
enthus iasrzi 
environment 
executive ability 
e x e r i e nc e 



friendliness 
good hwor 
oodnes 

height 
imainEt ion 
md ividualit y 
md u.s t r y 
i n sigh t 
intellic'ence 
intere et 
intuition 
knov;led.ge of human nature 
liveliness 
motor im)ulsion 
oenmindedne e s 
pride in aearance 
school habits 
sex 
self-confidence 
se lf-control 
sinceritr 
social and. econouic control 
soc ialindedne se 
speed of decision 
spirituality 
sympathy 
tenacitr 
vi s io n 
we i gh t 
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f a i t h 
hair color 
heredity 
honesty 
md u s try 
intelligence 
loyalty to roup 
mental age 
mentally eli b.lanced 
natural ability 
originalit y 
perseverance 
personality 
perspective 
positiven s 
reaction to roup 
rivalry 
shrev.dne s s 
soci'l ability 
tact 
talent 
thorou::hness 
truetvorthiness 
versatility 
vitality 
voice 
villingness to assume res- 

ponsibility 

Next in order are the lists of other authors treated 
in this cha-ter, showing the traits recogni.ed by each 

jieced together on one page for insoectional comparisons. 

It will be noted that intelligence aears in the lists 
of more authors than any other trait showing that more 

authors recognize it as an important factor in leadership. 
This may be true because more orogress has been macw fl 

analyzina intelliaence than any other of the traits men- 

tioned. Bennett and. Jones, Caldaeli, Cowley, Eichler, 



Flemrning, Moore, Partridge, Savage, and Thrasher include 

intelligence in tIeir liEtE, while Eckert ue "honor 

student-p'ood grade&', Miller substitutes assiduity and 

acumen, Munen refers "use of language", and Smith 

thinks "accompliEliment" suits his views best. Bowden, 

'Thevaleva, Luithien, and Jack and Bradbury do not mention 

intelligence at all althouh sorne of the factors of 

intelligence may be recognized in their lists. 

TABLE VI 

The lists of traits as resented by each author in 
the text are segregated into one table below. Points of 
agreement and disagreement are readily apparent. 

BO GARDUS 

democratic attitudes 
V i t al i t y 

p o s i t i V e ne s s 
friendliness 
enthusiasm 
syrnathy 
truetworthine s 
perseverance 

BO DEN 

h e i gh t 
weight 
voice 
hair color 

BEIETT & JOFES 

intellience 
initiative 
courae 
self-trust 
insight 
kindness 

cO. LE Y 

aggressiveness 
self-confidence 
mt elligence 
emotional stability 
finality of judgment 
tact 
suggestibility 
soeed of decision 
motor impulsion 

ECKERT 

plays fair 
is cheerful 
does not cheat 
is industrious 
acceots responsibility 
honor student--has ood 'rades 
loyal to class or club 
interested in work 
cooerates with others 
has initiative 
has self-control 

oise--not easily rattled 
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BENIETT & JONES (continued) 

humor 
knowledge of human nature 

CHE VALE VA 

duration o excitement 
racidity of asociative 

reactions 
predominance of excitement 

over inhibition 
higher degree of differ- 

entation of reactions 

CALDE LL 

intelligence 
deendability 
social adaptations 
a ge 
size 

FLET'ING 

livelineFs 
wide intereets 
inte1lience 
good sbrt 
athletic ability 
cleverness 
sense of humor 
cultured 
individuality 
E O C i ab i 1 i t y 
power to amuse 
well informed 
co mp e t e nc e 

ECKERT (continued) 

takes onde in school's 
appearance 

has talent--learns easily 
shows common sense 
gets things done 

EICHLER 

intelligence 
scholar ship 
social intelligence 
h e i ght 
ascendance 
vitality 
md i V j d us i i t y 
social adatability 
self control 
p e r s i s t e nc e 
voice 

JACK & BRADBURY 

rivalry 
self esteem 
whole2orne assertivenrs 
self-confidence 

LUITHLEN 

mit iat ive 
ambit ion 
V i t a i i. t y 

MOORE 

sympathy 
dinity 
friendliness 
fairness 
initiative 



MIJiso:T 

ersonaiity 
manner 
ue of language 
tact 
cheerfulness 
coui'tesv 
justice 
discilire 
cl ut 'T 
atriotism 
esrit de COT'Ds 

knolede of men 

MILLER 

self control 
asiduitv 
coirron sense 
j udgment 
j ustice 
enthüiasm 
per severance 
tact 
courage 
fa it h 
loyalty 
acumen 
truthfulness 
honor 

P AR TR ID 

intellicence 
deDendability 
athletic ability 
s pp e ar an o e 
h e i gh t 
weight - 

age 
scout tenure 
scout rank 

MOCHE (continued 

inte llience 
soc ialmindedne es 
s i n o e r i. t y 
cl e : e ndah i 1 i t y 

SAVA GE 

intellience 
faith 
self-control 
sincerit 'r 
considerateness 
pride in appearance 
trustworthiness 
democracy 
courac:eousne se 

social mindedness 
fairne es 
natural ability 

SMITH 

r e e o UT C e ful 
flexible 
courteöus to oponent 
cooperat ive 
st imulat ing 
a ch i e y e ment 

THRA SHER 

inte ilicence 
personality 
a ge 
r a o e 
sex 
physique 
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SITtIATIONiL STUDIES 

The situations in which leadershio is developed and 

displa7ed are 7orthy of careful study. An expression in 

common use is that many leaders are "born leader&' because 

leadership had been evident in them from early childhood. 

An occasional child may be born with or may inherit brain 

ouality of such structure that, combined with a suitable 

endocrine and autonomia equioment and living in a proper 

environment which provides a favorable foundation for 

the develoment of leaderEhip, he shows early and strong 

evidence of ability in leadership. Persons of this type 

may be termed "born leadersU, but the aseurntion that 

any 'tleaders are born" is not a safe one to make in the 

oreent condition of knowledge about leaderEhip. Neither 

is it safe to conclude that there are no uborn leaders." 

Some perEons may have drives that result in leadership 

even in unfavorable environments, but given favorable 

situations in which to develop, they are more likely to 

become efficient leaders. Opportunity is one factor that 

surely has accounted for many leaders. In this connection, 

Bogardus (7) says, "The nature of leadership is set by 

the nature of opportunity. The Eskimo has different 

opportunities from the Wall Street banker. The nature of 

opportunity determines the direction that leadership takes. 
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Söine persons would become leaders uuicler almost any oir- 
cmanoe hi1e others require a favorai1e set in one 

direction. Environment jE a gre.t factor in :roducingr 

1er,der. C:ortunity includes trainin:, for even genius 

requires training. LeaderEiiip arises out of energy, 

intelligence, and character. Energy is sheer ability to 

act . Intelligence is enery engaged. in soivifl: :rob1eis. 

Character is energy nd intelligence organized in rela- 
tion to social situations. Energy means push, drive, 

activity. A doer always coîes to the front. Aolication, 
thoroughness, endurance, ersietence, courage, assuming 

personal responsibility End versatility are leadershi 

qualities. I' 

To he a leader one must he out in frQnt of his group 

in thinking ability, in wealth of progrsm, and in :leas- 

ing oersonality. If the leader gets too far ahead of 

his followers, they cen not keep u with hi leadership 

and a gulf vill develop between leader and follov;ers which 

will break their contacts and make ossible the rise of 

opposing leaders who have a better adjutE1ent to the group 

of followers. Cox (17) made extensive observations of 

888 spontaneous groups of children ranging frori three to 

eiaht years of age. She observed that, with opportunities 

for leadership, two or three ersons sought the leadership 

of the grou. The one who eventually gained the leadership 
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was older, more exoerienced, or more trained in and 

desirou of leadership. Boys more freçuently become the 

leaders of mixed groups than girls. The latter statement 

may be true becau$e boye are inclined to exhibit more 

dominance than girls. whether this is a hereditary 

characteritic (sex-linked) or due to the social structuie 

which generally favors male leaders is an unanswered cues- 

tion at the present time. With tomen entering into more 

kinds of public activities and with larger numbersof them 

seeking careers outside of the hone, this situation may 

change in the future. Since more equality has been 

accorded women, they seem to have taken a much more aggres- 

cive attitude incometing with men in the buines world, 

although there is no evidence of a satisfactory nature with 

which to suport or deny this belief. 

Bogardus (7) has this to say in sup portof the infli- 

ence of the situations which one may meet in DrovidinR 

conditions favorable to or ooposed to development in 

leadershi, '1Environment is a great factor in producing 

leaders. In a study of American notables, it was found 

that cities are more stimulating than country areas for 

the development of eminence, that towns and middle sized 

cities are better centers than big cities for the growth 

of suoeriority, that choice residential areas of cities 

furnish relatively far iore rominent people than do 
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other urban regions, and that suburban areas are best of' 

all. Sparse Bettiement hinders cooperative development 

neceeary for leadership while on the other hand radical 

leadership develops best in crovded areae where injuEtice 

exists.' Bogardus treatE leaderehip as a group phenomenon 

with a spirit of' give-and-take between leader and followers. 

Leadership develops from ersonal achievement, after 

personal achievement is recognized and accepted by the 

grouo. It has been stated by several writers that children 

from rural schools, having very limited libraries and 

school equipment cannot compete successfully with children 

from urban schools where large libraries and much more 

equipment is available. The result is then in conformity 

with Bogardus' statement above. 

Cattell (13) studied 1000 American scientists and 

traced them to their birthplaces. He found that certain 

portions of the United States produced a larger per capita 

share of men of outstanding ability than other portions. 

He believed environment was responsible for this. Eli 

Whitney from association with the cotton growing industry 

realized the waste of time and energy from hand extraction 

of cotton seeds, invented the cotton gi; and revolutionized 

the entire industry. Mechanical inventions are nearly 

always the product of someone's realization of a need or 

an oportunity for imorovernent in some particular machine. 
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Familiarity with that machine is nearly always necessary 

before the irnorovernent i discovered. Charles W. Elliot, 
former resident of Harvard, is an exarnole of favorable 

environment in the dévelopnient of leadership. FirEt of 

all he had a remarkable anceEtry of illustrious people, 

and jais father was an educator of note. He was surrounded 

with culture and refinement in the home, had the opportunity 

of witnessing college faculty social functions, and was 

privileged to read in his father's extensive library. 
Children growing up in an environment of culture and 

refinement in the home and of favorable childhood aseo- 

ciations outside the home may at an early age develop 

abilities in thich they excel their associates; and the 

success they ex:erience may develop leadership drives. 

On the other hand, when too much is expected of them at 

an early age they may rebel; or the monotony of a restricted 
enviionment may cause them to seek change and variety. 

Partridge (33) studied Boy Scouts in a summer camp. 

The method which he used to get his data was that of divid- 

ing the boys into grows of five each and asking each group 

to elect a leader from the boys outside their group. The 

grouos were reformed so that the boys could vote for a 

second group of leaders. This voting scheme was called 

the five-man-to-man rating çlan. The correlations of the 

boys' choices with the ratin of the selected leaders by 
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adultr wa .946. Later the elected leaders were carefully 

observed working with variouc groupe to check up on the 

aatisfactorines of the boye' judgnaent in their choices. 

The leaders were measured for their ages, their Army Alpha 

sc6res, height, weight, scout ranks, and scout tenure. The 

outstanding leaders excelled their groups in every trait 

in which they were measured. There was sorne halo'1 effect 

noted, that is grading certain boys consistently higher 

on some traits through their excellence in other traits. 

The heights and weight excelled those of the non-leaders 

when associated with all the other traits of leaders, but 

had little or no relationship when taken searately. 

There was a spread of leadership from the very good to the 

very poor in ability of leadership. The groups themselves 

varied videly in their choices of their leaders. There 

was no set type of leader, and the boys selected varied 

widely in intellience, physical apearance, and general 

personality. The boys themselves rated leadership traits 

in the following order: (i) intelligence, (2) dependability, 

(3) aoearance, and (4) athletic ability. Even the poorest 

leaders influenced their groups more than the members of 

the arou.ps who were not elected leaders. 

Some leaders are developed from a sudden shock or 

aversion to some unwholesome social situation or sudden 

change in direction f thinking. Lincoln may have been 
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Ehocked into a treendous drive to free the Elaves of 

the sout-i after witnessing a 1ave narket scene and other 

un1esant situations of Elavery in the southland. The 

1eaderhi. he deve1oed later laced him in a position 

in vhich he accomplished this ideal. Biographies of 

Lincoln credit his mother :ith creatin an environment 

or his boyhood that resulted in leadershi drives. 

Some children have been surroimded more by adult 

comas .. nions t:n children of their ov:n ee and as a result 

have become patterned to adjust themselves to adults. To 

a similar extent, they y have lost the ability to are- 

ciate children their'own ages. This sitution may cause 

such children to become follov:ers, but is more likely to 

develo leadershio in these children as they have been in- 

fluenced to make judgments beyond their years. If they can 

make a sufficient adju'tment and gain the companionshi of 

children f similar a{es aìd more usual traininT they may 
excel throu:h having exoerienced more mature companion- 

ships. C'ne of the difficulties likely to be exoerienced 

is being too far advanced intellectually for the grou in 

v;hich they may he thrown by environment. A bright or more 

exoerienced child is most likely to become a lee ... der of a 

grou.D in v;hich he exceeds moderately rather than by a wide 

margin, as children see:r1 to form natural groups near their 

own abilities and atitudes. Many vriters affirm this 

statement. 



Wi11ian JenningE Bryan was an unusual type of leader 

rith a gift of oratory that brought him fame. He was known 

in college for his ability as a debator and early developed 

an interest in oolitical life. He was three times a can- 

didate for the Dresidency of the United States but failed 

of election each time. Mrs. Bryan was more desirous of 

her husband being resident than he was himself and he 

consitently pushed him on in a political career. It 

seemed that Mr. Bryanlacked the kind of leadership drive 

r1iich Mrs. Bryan ouht. In other instances wives have 

been credited with oppoEing or hindering the leadership 

of their husbands in ijublic life. 

Madame Marie Curie, the discoverer of radium, is a 

peculiar exan3le of the way in which leadership may be 

gained. She ;orked in chemical research under most un- 

favorable circumstances, and with almost no equipment, 

yet she gave the world a discovery vhich equally skilled 

chemists with much better equipment had failed to make. 

She kept persistently at her work until she achieved success 

and with it a fame and leadership in science which she 

was able to maintain most creditably. This brings up 

the question of the best methods of selecting leaders in 

natural croups, a survey of the characteristics of the 

natural group leaders, a study of these leaders in action, 

and their methods of infLience on the group. If an observer 



B oIfl to get accurate reu1t, he hou1d obEerve leaders 

in action in their ntural group Eltuations. Thece 

obpervation should extend over a lone enouth oriod of 

time that he may get averages of rections rather than 

tmentaryexamles of the rou and it leader which may 

not be typical and are eurely only fragmentary. The 

observer in some inEtances nul be surprised to find that 

the one he first thinks is the leader of the group is only 

a terroorary spokesman ±'or the real leader, and that the 

group must be understood bef3re the real leader is dis- 

covered. 

Thrasher (39) in his observations of adolescent boye' 

gangs in Chicago found that the chief characteristic of 

the leader was "gameness" in meeting the situations of the 

environrent instantly and then following up v;ith viaoroue 

action. Physical pror . esT , imagination, and intelligence 

nere other noticeable traits in the leaders of these gangs. 

The traits varied greatly from gang to gang. Leadership 

seemed to be the result of the social situation in most 

instances. These ohservntions were of natural reactions 

in natura.l settings and, ile subjective, have distinct 

value in e study of situations. 

Chevaleva (14) studied 400 grous of children in 

natural situations, discovered the leaders, and then 

placed them in new group situations in order to have 



opoortunities of observing het'ner or not these leaders 

Yrould assume their old leadership in the new situations 

nd what the effect on the various grous of new leader- 

ship would e. 
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PHYSIOLOGICAL STUDIES 

Some 0±' the earlier writingE c.oncerninc: the humen 

qualities that develop into 1eaderhip have presented 

hez'edity as the most outstanding factor. Galton (22) 

was one 0±' those who led in this belief. He stadied the 

biographies of 1000 English men of enius, assuming that 

the positions which they held vere guarantees of thêir 

ability. The list includes judges, statesmen, commanders, 

literary men, scientists, oets, musicians, painters 

and clergymen. He even studied other members of the 

families of these geniuses to learn, if possible, what 

hereditary influences were most noticeable in their posi- 

tions of eminence and of leadership. His conclasions 

were that Man's natural abilities are derived by inheri- 

tance under exactly the same limittions as are the form 

and physical features of the whole organic world." 

Woods (42) studied 832 members of royalty, covering 

a eriod of 500 years. He found that out of the severa]. 

main faìilies of royalty in ower at the time of his study 

and earlier, several had been quite outstanding over many 

generations in constructiveness, good government, intelli- 

gence, and morality. Several other families had been con- 

spicuously incompetent, stupid, and immoral over many 

nerations. Where the two families merged, the later 
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generations were generally mediocre. In the majority of 

the fa:ii.lies oods studied the accomlihment were not 

outEtanding in either direction. He believed that these 

family recorde were due to the heredities of the families. 

Ellis (20) in his study of 1030 ritish geniuses 

found that the faiilies of English c1ereynen produce an 

unusual proportion 0±' very bright childien. The same 

situation exists in the American "Who' s ou. some 

writers explain this on the basis of hereditary intelli- 

gence and forcefulness o.f character; others on the in- 

fluence of cholar1y, well disciplined early home en- 

vironment s. 

,uotin Boardus (7) "Heredity in relation to leader- 

ship, involves additional factors. The inheritance of a 

given gene does not necessarily meen the inheritance of a 

given oersonality or leadership trait. In addition there 

is a certin working-together of the genes. It is this 

corking-together or interaction of the genes that is as 

vital as the inheritance of jarticu1ar genes ich ex- 

olains ecial ability. The inheritance of a 'character' 

does not deend on any one ene but on the interaction 

of many. One parent may be defective in certain traits, 

and the other arent defective in other traits , but the 

working-together of inherited genes may result in normal 

or even above-normal offspring." Eugenics is a relatively 
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new tu.dy and. no definite cono1uions have been deduced 

Es yet so that these taternents may well IDe queEtioned. 

Children torn in poor homeB under trying: conciltionE 

may be euperior, vhi1e those born in suerior homes may 

be inferior. The of one's ìoe is no guarantee of 

hiB quality, neither i the environnent of the home 

eai1y controlled. The tho1e quection of the relative 

amounts of influence of heredity and of environment uon 

all traits, including that of leaderehip, is still very 

obecure, 'out a worthy subject of continued rtudy. 

The endocrine glands received a great deal of atten- 

tian as factors in both the )hyeical end oeronality 

develoment of eople over several years. At first, this 

attention was of a somewhat spectacular nature. In more 

recent years, the amount of research has been as great as 

it was earlier but of a more serious and thoroughly scien- 

tific neture. For tbiE reaFon and because the subject is 

one flVOiV1fl many complexities, little material of a aenera- 

lized nature has aoeered recently, Berman (4) says. 

The thyroid gland is believed. to be related indirectly 

to leadership in that the proper activity of this gland 

ffects body proortion, body size, aearance, eoarent 

intelligence, and ohycical energy. The improoer function- 

ing of this gland would, if of a marked decree, prevent 
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one from becoming a leader or caring to become a leader. 

The pituitary 'land i believed to be related to the 

persistence and the determination which are held to affect 

leacership. Pituitrin is also believed to have orie 

influence over the traite of stability and self-control 

and, thu, to be related traite to leadership. The 

adrenal glands are the emergency glande that give the 

human body marked increases in the amounts of energy which 

may be needed in erergencies and, in this connection, for 

situations calima for leadership. en the other hand if 

adrenalin ic precent in deficient quantitiec, bodily 

energy is limited and leaderhi Dosibilities are blocked. 

The sex lands are also related to leadership, ucually 

indirectly, cince the cex drive often calls forth action 

of a leadership nature. This may be in the forni of direct 

aggressiveness or in the sublimated forms of the desire 

to apear weJ3 in the eyes of the opposite sex or the use 

of the derived energy in more socially approved forms 

of activity. 

The endocrine glands aleo influence the autonomic 

nervous system in a moet comlex set 

balances. Thi, in turn, deter.ines 

way the individual vill behave and t 

possi'oilities of his being a leader. 

then, that "Leadership ari9es out of 

of checks and 

in a hith degree the 

hi affects the 

Bogardus (8) says, 

energy, intelligence 
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and character. Energy is the sheer ability to act. In- 

telligence is energy engaged in solving problems. Charac- 

ter is energy and intelligence organized in relstion to 

social situations." 

Other 'úvriters working in other fields are inclined 

to give much more v7lue to environment coupled ith social 

situations than to heredity in the development of leader- 

shi. Ellis (20), nd Cattell (13) supported this view. 

Arlitt (1) places strong emphasi on the iuiortance of the 

training of the child from earliest childhood to twelve 

years of age. She -oes into great detail in analyzing 

many kinds of home influences and clarifying the cliildts 

normal and natural reactions in each instance. The child, 

according to Arlitt, should be taught to be self-reliant 

and respectful of the rights of others, and aggressive 

when the occasion demands leadership and the child is 

the one best fitted in the group to take the lead. The 

child should seek to have good judgment so that he will 

be a good follower when someone else has better leadership 

qua lit i e s. 

Neel and Matthews (30) made a study of 118 students 

at Ohio Ves1eyan who were the achievers in a group of 

200 students. In two comparisons the students with work 

above the seventy-five percentile were taken as the group 

of achievers and those above the iaedian were compared 

I 
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with those be10 the above levels. The reEulte show 

that "The achievers are 1iht1y young er; their parents 
have had a little more schoo1in; they corfle from ma11er 

families; they have experienced 1es family opposition 
to co11ee attendance; and they have Euffered less home- 

sickness. The ttachieverstt bold more honorary organization 
mentherEhios. The UnonachieverstI blame their extra- 
curricular activities for hindrance iore than "achievers' 
do, but participation in extra-curricular activities does 

not seen to account for non-achievement, since the tachiev 
erstt ?Prticipate most freely in them. These authors 
believe tiat, 'Whatever it is t'iat is affecting the aca- 
demie efficiency of the tnon_achieverst , it seems to have 

persisted through the years." Heredity may show some in- 
fluence here in quality of brain structure and amount of 
drive. Again, it is a cuestion of the degree of influ- 
ence and of environment. 

Smith (3E) states "Biological integration, ecological 
dominance and leadership are questions of coordination 
0±' differential tendencies to act so that diversity and 

opposition merge into unity and organization." This 

seems to sum up present knowledge of the physiological 
basis of leadershi as vell as any other statement could. 



ANALYTICAL STUDIES 

The analytical aporoach to the study of leadershi 

is a move toward scientific objectivity which vill even- 

tually relce oersonal o)inin in favor o± experimental 

and atatiatioal proof. Even here there iE confucion in 

the ver foundations of euch study becauae there is a 

decided laci of agreement abou.t the Eelection of indivi- 

duale to be studied a leaders. "Headmen" and office- 

holders are not aiayP the true leaders although they 

may later become leaders. The member of a committee vho 

talks most is not always the one who most influences the 

decieion of the committee. 

Again, there is not unanimous agreement on what 

leadershi is, or the best methods of gamina leadership. 

There is a lack of agreement about the amount of energy 

one is justified in exending in seeking positions of 

leadership or of rominence before the group. Men of 

ability have been known to seek to avoid positions of lea- 

dershi as long as possible and to relincuish them as 

soon as the task they agreed to perform was accom:lished. 

Cincinnatus left his ploy: unwillingly. George ashington 

did not seek the generalehi of the Continental Army or 

the DreEidency of the United States and left both, eager 

to return to Mt. Vernon. General Robert E. Lee left the 
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command of the Confederate Army to become a teacher and 

believed he did hi greateet work in his civilian life-- 

at least, be had hie greatest atisfaction in it. 

There is also the cuestion 0±' leadership at the vari- 

ous social levels. Some individuals who are not leaders 

in the levels at which they may he found would almost 

undoubtedly be leaders at lower or simler social levels. 

The questions arises: Is the student of leadership to 

accept as a leader only the individual who is located in 

a position of leaderebio or what aears to be a position 

0±' leadership? In the early study of the problem, this 

will doubtless be necessary; but this is a conîlicating 

factor wixiöh should not be ignored indefinitely. 

Assuming that a leader is one who forges ahead into 

a osition of prominence and who exerts effort to attain 

his ends, this paper roceeds to take up the analytical 

studies of leadership. Bogardus (7) illustrates this 

point with his definition of character. "The stereotype 

of a strong character is that of a person who has great 

drive, who seems to know what he wants and how to get it, 

who is clear out and romot in making decisions. This 

statement also describes the stereotype of a lee . der. 

Mulkin (28) studied such ersonality traits as 

agg'recsiveness, subrnisiveness, and social intellience 

in an endeevor to throw some light on relationshijs of 
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personality, character, and leadership. He compared 

153 college eophomores and 171 high school sophomores, 

using the Alloort Ascendance-Submission Test and the George 

Washin'ton Social Intelligence Test. His sumary vies: 

"(1) There is a large increase in social intellie'ence and 

aggreEivenees between the sohomore years in high school 

and college. (2) High school ou)ilE and college women 

older than the average are more submisrive than those 

younger than the average. College men older than the aver- 

age are more aggressive, probably beceuse they have been 

out working. (3) College women with high scholastic 

averages are more aggressive than those with lower aver- 

ages, ':ut there is no consiEtent correlation betveen echo- 

lactic averaes and aggressiveness. (4) High school 

sophomores who have attended country ele'ientary schools 

hve far lower inteliience scores and eocial intelligence 

scores than those ho have attended the borough school. 

( s) High school sohomores older than the average are apt 

to have intelli:ence test scores and scholastic averages 

lower than the averae. (6) Women excel men in intelli- 

gence score, scholastic average, and ecial intellicence; 

both in high school and in college. (7) Scholastic aver- 

ages and aggressiveness correlate positively and notice- 

ably, (.11 to .57). Scholarship and submiesivense correlate 

ne,atively and s1icht1y, (-.04 to -.22). Scholarshi and 
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social inte111:ence correlate po .. itively and noticeably, 

(.25 to .88). Social intellizence and aggreesivenese 

correlate po i.tively and noticeably, (.08 to .53) 

Social intellicence and submiEiveness correlate negatively 

and Eliht1y, (-.09 to -.26)»' The develo?ment noted be- 

tween high school college sophomore yearc in Eocil 

inte1lience indicates the trainability 0±' youth durinr 

these imressionistic yeal's. 

Cowley (le) made a study of the traits of "face-to- 

face leaders" . He defi es face-to-face leaders as those 

who meet people in face-to-face situations, iving the 

minister, lawyer,and politician as examples. In taking 

three groups of leaders,twenty conimiEsioned officers, 

twenty criminal leaders,and sixteen student leaders, he 

found six traits to be comnion to this classification of 

leaders; "(1) self-confidence, as measured by a ratinr: 

scale; (2) motor impulsion, as measured by the Downey 

Test; (3) finality of judrment, as measured by the Moore- 

Rice Questionnaire; (4) speed of decision, as measured by 

t:e Agares iveness Motto Test; (5) speed of decision, as 

measured by the Moore-Rice Questioniaire; and (G) speed 

of decision as measured by the Tact Motto Test." His con- 

elusion was that these traits are not generol traits of 

leadership and that it is imposible to find any traits 

that may be considered aeneral traits. Speed of decision 
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apoears in three of the six meaEure. Oovley :rote, 

UIt is therefore in order to conclude that the Spearman 

tetrad difference for:u1a--that tetrad differences be 

zero--is satisfied and that there is reaonab1e asEurance 

that a general factor is resent in tie six leadership 

traits held in hr the three TOU;s Of leaders stu- 

died. i :ulat this factor is, it le not possi ' oie to sa:r, 

but as pointed out above, it verr likelr bears some relation- 

ship to seed of decision althoupth the presence of the 

traits called self-confidence and motor-iinpulsion rnkee 

it poseile so to judge from the exerimentation carried 

on to date. Six traits have been isolated which are 

common to all three rouos of leaders Etudied. These six 

traits are all related to an undefined enerel factor 

which has been discovered by means of the S2earian Two 

Factor Anal:rsi»' 

Cowley (15) affirais that leadershi; has always been 

and muet continue to be a Etud:,r throiRh traite, since 

no sinale trait constitutes leaershio and a comDlex 0±' 

iany traits teken as a unity is required to roduce the 

cualities of leadership. Some persone become L'eal leaders 

nd others, called 1eers, are merely headmen elected 

to leaderehip positions. The headman does not possess 

leadership qualities thoìgh he may succeed in getting a 

position of leaderehi. Headmen may do well enough in 
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routine situations or in situations which they have been 

able to nake highly ±'orm:i, bat in ti:ies of crisis or at 

times when results have to be obtained, they usually are 

sup lanted by others who may seem lees like the common 

idea of leaders but who can obtain the desired results. 

Cowley believes that certain situations are cou'Dled 

with the leadershi function and that parallel studies 

are necesary, one of traits and the other of situations. 

He set uo an experimental research with 132 peole, half 

of ;hom were leaders and the other half followers, in an 

endeavor to answer two questions: (a) "Do followers os- 

sees traits different from leaders in the same 

and (b) "Do leaders in different situations possess the 

same traits?". The subjects in his study were: 

20 comissioned officers 
20 non-commissioned officers 0±' the United States Army 
20 privates 

20 criminal leaders )from the state peniten- 
20 criminal followers ) tiary at Jouet, Ill. 

20 student leaders 
20 student followers )±'rom the University of 

Chicago 

Twenty-eight tests were given these grouos. The 

tests were designed to measure aggressiveness, seif-confi- 

dence, intelligence, emotional stability, finality of 

judgment, tact, suggestibility, and seed of decision. 

"This experimentation with these three groups of leaders 
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and fo11oer has ?roved to things: first, that leaders 

posses's different traits fr3rn their follo;ers; and second, 

that leader in these three different situations do n3t 

osse a single trait in ciuon. This amounts briefly to 

a deonstration of the fact that leadershin is a function 

of a definite situation and that we cannot talk about 

1eadershi traits in :eneral but that instead ve must talk 

bout the traits in rticu1ar situations. ''e must talk 

about the traits of Army leaders, the traits of student 

lea.ers, the traits of criminal leaders, and the traits 

of political leaders, alvays designating the leadership 

situstion." 

Conclusions from a study b Partridge (3e) , involv- 

ing some statistical methods, vere: (a) The outstsnding 

leaders excelled their followers in every characteristic 

measured. (b) Height and weight have significance only 

when cobined with other traits, such as ae and intelligence. 
Cc) Boys ratin each other on the folloinc' traits listed 

them in the order of imoortence riven below; 

1. intelligence 
2. deoendability 
3. appearance 
4. athletic ability 

( d) goys who were leaders v:ere distinguished at once as 

leaders by boys outside their ovn rous. .e) The results 

of the ratina schene shov a continuous leader distribu- 

tion from t:e boy rarely chosen as leader to the 

one almost universally chosen. (f) Groups differ 
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widely in the excellence of leaders they choose. (g) Con- 

stant social interaction in a group tends to bring out the 

best leaders. (h) There is no definite type of leader. 

The leader must fit the situation of his group. He also 

stated that leaders influence the group more than does 

any member of the group who is not its leader. 

Bennett and Jones (3) made a study of leadership 

throuh intelligence, testing t\7enty-nine boys on the 

Otis Intelligence Scale. The method used in selecting 

the boys was for each teacher to select five boys he 

considered as leaders and five whom he considered lack- 

ing in leaderchip. The athletic director selected five 

boy leaders in athletics a .. judged by the student follow- 

ing. The princiaal of the school chose five thorn he 

considered the leaders in school activities. The results 

showed that all but one of the boys whose Otis Test scores 

were above 110 were rated as leaders and all of the boys 

who were rated low in leadership were below 100 on the 

Otis Test. The one suerior boy who was rated as inferior 

in leadership was found to be lackins: in athletic ability 

only. The conclusion of these writers was that scores 

on the Otis Test of 112 plus were indicative of leaders, 

and those below 100 were not. If this situation occurred, 

as it undoubtedly did, it was purely adventitious. The 

study does indicate the aucity of scientific material 
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iIi the study of 1ea.ership. 

Miller (26) studied eihtrthree excetiona11T able 

collee Etudent. in a student body of 558 and found that the 

superior group of students had 2.4 positions in extra- 

curricular activities, a conpred to .76 for the average 

group. This r:tio indicates that the excetionally 

intel1i:ent and scholarly Etudente vere nt ialadj ted 

in this particular hut viere aleo the 1eader of 

the roup outside of the c1asroorû as xeli as in it and 

that by choice of the student body itEeif. 

Eichler (19) wa very much interested in diEcov:ring 

whether or not leaderehip could he taught directly in 

meaurab1e cuantitie. He îade a careful curvey f ex:er- 

irìientr in teachinc.: 1eaderhi in high school in the ninth 

nd twelfth radee. He secuied his own data from a serieE 

of four eearate araliel rou experimente on the teaching 

of leocLerehip, with the results that the chances *ere 

2,2 to i that the instructed aroupe had been influenced 

or had improved in leaclerehip ability at the end of one 

choo1 year. The experiment was so encura:ing that it 

ras extended a Eecond year in the former ninh 'rede 

group which hadthen aEsed to the tenth rade. The 

twelfth rae had been radua.ted and verenot available 

for an extension of the exeriment. The recuitE for the 

second year Tith th former ninth :rade group were that 
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the chances vere 26.8 to i that there was a true differ- 

ence in favor of the instructed group in benefit from 

the leaderhi3 training. e concludes that leadership 

can e teught both directly as a teachin subject of 

leadership technicue in6. indirectly through various school 

subjects as history and civics, and clubs and extra- 

curricular ctivities. 

Flemining (21) endeavored to find out hcther certin 

traits were common to ll types of leaders. His first 

deduction was that traits are found in clusters or groaDs. 

He believed thst certain "clusters" of traits were nore 

likely to he associated with leadership than other clusters. 

The data were collected in a girlts school in New York. 

Each girl was checked on forty-sixtraits, averaging 3.6 

checkings :er girl by their teachers. The four traits; 

liveliness, vide interets, intelliaence, and being a 

good sport are oitively associated ith leadership, 

according to hi study, with correlations betv:een .40 

and .47. These traits were found to be more characteristic 

of ),.eaders than of those who were not leaders. Nine other 

traits; athletic ability, cleverness, sense of humor, 

being cultured, individuality, sociablenese, ower to amuse, 

being veli informed, and general competence, had correla- 

tions betveen .30 a:d .38 :ith leadership. Six ne,ative 

factor in leaderehiD were recognized as follows: a smiling 
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countenance, tolerance, courteEy, good-naturedness, not 

easi1 excited, and modest. '.hy these trait$, enera11y 

recognized as desirable, should be rBlated negatively to 

1eadershiD i difficult to diEcover. PoEib1y the rda- 

tionship is due to intense competition and. a desire to 

achieve prominence even at the exoenre of nore desirable 

cualities. The intercorrelations of the list of traits 

found by Thurstone's sim)lified method revealed t:at 

four general factors accounted for most of these traits 

0±' the leaders. These aear in the following order; 

fairness, oriinlity, livelinesc, and a leasant voice. 

Fairness, or fair »lay, is the honest person's 

nearest approach to soci ... 1 securitr in hi crou: rda- 

tionships. Originality i' the ability to think in ad- 

vance of one' s followers and. win the aporoval and su:port 

0f the group. Liveliness is energy combined with intelli- 

génce in action an& may he resteted as intelligent action. 

A jleaeant voice is refreshing and soothin'. as compared 

with a harsh voice which irritates. A pleasant voice is 

an asset to both leaders and followers. Fairness, ori- 

ginality, liveliness, and a :leaBant voice are general 

traits thich, osessed by a :eron, indicate oossibili- 

ties of leadership. The absence of any one of them may 

handicap that erson to the extent that the attainment of 

leader'-hip is much more difficult or impossible. 
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The reader may see that the enalytical studies of 

1eaderhip are few in number and unsatisfactory in their 

scope even thou h they are, v;ithou.t much queEtion, the 

most satisfactory of all of the studies that are avail- 

able at the present time. 



DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

CHAPTER IV 

The practice of leadership is as old as mankind. As 

the subject of formal study it is so new that it has not 

yet beenanalyzed or defined satisfactorily. Leadership 

is not oróJnarily thought 0±' except in a social situation 

of some kind. True, there are scientists, engineers, and 

artists who are leaders in their fields and vho may have 

developed into leadership other than ih direct social situa- 

tions, but they are o few in number when compared with 

the great number of leaders who work in social situations 

that they may be disregarded. 

Partridge (33) made a definite atternDt to outline a 

scientific treatment of leadership. His method proposed: 

"The develoment of a valid technicue for the identifica- 

tien of leaders v'ithin a grouzì. A study of the charac- 

teristics of leaders as comaared with those they lead. 

A study of leaders in action to determine (a) what their 

actual influence is on the group; (b) their methods of 

influence and how they use them. The problem of this 

study, then can be outlined as follows: (i) A treatment 

of the scientific knowled;e on the nature and functioning 

of the social group. (2) A critical review of previous 

studies of leaders and leadership ability. (3) The con- 



etruction of an instrument for identifrin leaders within 

a group. (4) An inventory of the characteristics of the 

leaders found and a comparison of these qualities with 

those of the persons they lead. (5) A measurement of 

the amount of influence various leaders have upon the 

attitudes of their group. (6) An interDretation of the 

results in terms of educational orocedures. 

Bowden (9) stated that recent research in the study 

and measurement of personality is the most interesting 

field in all the fields of education. He says, "Teachers 

and arents should know more about the technical process. 

They should know that in early childhood and youth, repres- 

sion oftentithesdoes make a submissive, introverted, aso- 

cial. te of personality of one whose possibility is 

favorable for developing the extroverted, expansive as- 

cendant social being capable of much good as a leader." 

A study of leadership is tremendously complex because 

the practice of leadership has so many qualifying coni- 

tione and so many imlicstions for life as it is lived. 

The variety of social situations in which leadership has 

a part is almost infinite. In democratic groups, a rever- 

beratina cooperative interlay should exist between leaders 

and followers. This type of procedure usually results in 

the greatest lonR-time efficiency in group activities. In 

autocracies, there is far less interplay in both directions 



and far more in one direction between the leaders and the 

groups. This relationship yields quicker results, but 

usually not lasting results. 

Writers on leadership have Written from partial pointE 

of view, and oerhaps the majority of these writers always 

will. Someone has worked out an idea which he thinks is 

valuable as a possible procedure in aiding in the research 

develooment of such a problem. He has shaped his Drocedure 

around that idea and tried to put it into practice. Sorne 

other person, intereted in the esme problem has originated 

another idea which he treats similarly and has approached 

the :2T0ble] from anther angle. These partial points of 

view of the Droblem of leadership may be rouhly classi- 

fied at present as (a) biological heredity, (b) social 

heredity, (c) the influence of the school, .(d) health and 

phyEical constitution, (e) accidentàl programs of events, 

and (f) kinds of leaders. 

Large numbers of writers have written on the influ- 

ence of the school on leadership, but only a few of these 

attempted to conduct experiments along scientific lines. 

Bird (5) , Brown (10) , flellingrath (2) , Eckert (13), 

Savage (35), Nutting (31), Moore (27), Flemming (21), 

Bowden (9), Bennett and Jones (3), Cowley (15), and others 

have conducted various kinds of studies in schools, attempth- 

ing to secure objective data on school procedure in rela- 



tionship to leadership. 

Some of the more alert schools have begun to be 

interested in the training of leaders, but no really 

efficient rograms have been outlined to date. Just as 

a large volume of exerimental vor1c receded the present 

status of the definition and measurement of intelligence; 

so an extended period of experimental studies, carefully 

planned and as nearly objective as possible, should 'ce 

started in the attempt to analyze and then to teach leader- 

ship in the school systems of the country. Where teachers 

are available, who are skilled in techniques that would 

make feasible the direct teaching of leadership that should 

be done. Where there is a lack of suitable teaching con- 

ditions and of a highly capable teacher personnel for the 

direct teaching of leadership, a lan should be worked 

out whereby indirect methods of leadershi instruction 

may be used in other teaching subjects or in conjunction 

with the other activities of the school. 

Known methods of imparting leadership knowledge and 

skill are haphazard and are not properly olanned. There 

has been no provision made to pool whatever knowledge is 

available on the technique of teachinq leadership. All 

present definitions of leadership, character, and per- 

sonality are vague because authors are not agreed on the 

meanings of the terminology used to describe them. It 



may be thE't an adequate terminology will have to be 

developed before the Etudy of leadership can go forward, 

just a a projected building can not be erected until its 

foundation is laid. Accurate and definite decori tions 

0± leaderehi) situations vill also have to be added to 

the stock of knowled'e before objective roceduree can be 

initiated and experimental knowlege can be obtained. 

Bogardus (8) has classified leaders as (a) direct, 

those who get recognition during. their life-times, 

( b) indirect, those whose recognition comes after their 

deaths, (c) the partizan, represented by lawyers and 

debators, (d) the scientific leader who sacrifices nany 

things in the search for truth, (e) the social leader, as 

characterized by the college yell leader, (f) the mental 

leader, who does his best work in seclusion, (g) the 

executive leader, who has the ability to direct other lesser 

leaders and secare efficient responses through them, as 

in business affairs, (h) the autocratic leader, who rules 

through his own selfish motives and requires a hero-wor- 

shiping public for success, (i) the paternalitic leader, 

who feels that his folloers are dependent uoon his watch- 

ful care and does not permit more than partial cooperation 

and interolav in return, (j) the democratic leader who 

becomes a leader through recognition of his ability and 

cooperates with his followers to make for the largest 



efficiency of the group a a whole. This is a decrip- 

Uve anc :i'obabiy partial list, but it is a beginning 

0±' an approach to the problem of leaderehip that seems 

worthy of further develo2ment. Perhaps these kinds of 

1eader have different kinde of abilities. PerhaDe they 

have the same abilities in different amounts. Perhaps the 

apparent differences are entirely euerficial. 

Cowley (15) believed leaders are of mental, social, 

or executive tyes. Mental leadership is generally one 

of ideas for social betterment. Social leadership is 

rimarily leadership in action in social situations. Exe- 

cutive leadershiD deals with procedures of directing groups 

through intermediaries. Pigors (34) mentioned "master" 

and "educator" types of leaders s .. s differing slightly from 

"autocratic" and "democratic' leaders. The type 

exhibited a desire for seif-exoression ¿nd was egotistical. 

The "educator" type was more desirous of renderin service 

and develoin hi followers. 

The type of leadership existing in a group determines 

the cuality of performance of the group. A poor leader 

may hold the group together and secure mediocre results; 

while a virile, mentally alert leader rith an interesting 

nd workable program has almost unlimited posEibilities 

for group accomplishment irithin the abilities of its 

members. Leaderehio has long been regarded as something 
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of vital importsnce to the most useful functioning of 

society 'out, with the increasinc com?lexity of social 

organizations, leadership is more i:mortant today 'than 

ever before. Leadershi3 is so important in the daily life 

of mankind that false leaders often take advantage of the 

existing needs for better leadership nd exploit the 

grous for their ov;n selfish ends rather than serving the 

best interests of the group. Then this unfortunate leader- 

ship situation existe, it often causes able leaders to 

avoid leadership positions because of the stigma attached 

'to such leadership. The rewards of socially efficient 

leadership are often so small that those having the 

ability to lead successfully and efficiently prefer other 

more remunerative and satisfying activities. Competent 

leadershiD can be secured only when it is well rewarded 

financisily, or in prestige, or both. 

In summarizing this study, the following conclusions 

may be arrived at: 

1. Leadership is a comjlicated function that will require 

definite and carefully lanned'procedures and scien- 

tifically detailed experiments for its analysis. 

2. Further study will have to be riven to the methods of 

applying these results in order to make them a part 

of programs of education for the improvement of 

society. 



3. Presént know1ede of 1eaderhip, as an entity or a a 

part of an educational orograrn, i $till in a very 

unsatisfactory condition. This is made evident by 

the absence of any exact definitionE of 1eaderhip 

or even of useful descriotions of what leadership 

does or the ways in which it operates. It is made 

more evident by the preEent inability to determine 

the actual leaders in many, if not most, situations. 

4. The sources of the leadershio abilities of acknowledged 

leaders and the courses of develoçment of these 

abilities are practically unknown today. 

5. The relationships between leadershio and personality 

and between leadershi:D and character are almost 

; entirely unknown. A relationship is generally 

conceded, but remains undescribed. The terms 

themselves remain undefined. 

6. The course of action of an individual who is a leader 

in one situation vrhen he is put into other and 

different situations remains undetermined, Whether 

circumstances make leaders or leaders make cir- 

cunistances is t±ll debatable. 

7. Whether or not there are different kinds of leaders or 

whether the situations of leadership and the direc- 

tions of the leading are the differentiating fac- 

tors remains to he discovered. 



8. I± cieEcription of the conditions under vhich leader- 

ship i brought about or of the ituation in which 

it tace lace are necessry for the accurate study 

of leader'Ti, )rocedures for f-ie inkin of euch 

descrit jans will have to be evolved. 

9. Not only should the means by which leadership oerates 

be studied, but the ends to which it oeratee should 

be examined and, posFibly, limited by definition. 

10. Until true, or constructive, leadership has been identi- 

fied and brouht to a point 0±' general recognition, 

it can not be suitably rewarded, Until it is suit- 

ably rev:arded by means of restige or monetary 

returns on a just and accurate basis, the poten- 

tially most able leaders vi1l frecuently be ignored 

or will actively avoid ositions of Dublic leader- 

ship and, thus, leave these oosition to be souht 

and held by the less able or the selfish leaders, 

or the seehers after attention. Such a situation 

is least desirable in a democracy, although it is 

unde sirable anywhere. 
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